Mitigation & Conservation Banking in the United States
An Emerging Biodiversity-based Asset Class
The United States has been a pioneer in the development of regulatory environmental markets for ecosystem
services, particularly related to water and biodiversity. Regulated markets for the conservation of threatened
species and the mitigation of wetland impacts, under the Endangered Species Act and the Clean Water Act,
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Wetland and stream mitigation banking is regulated at the federal level by the Army Corps of Engineers.
The proposed Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) is the Australian policy response to reduce the country’s
Endangered species habitat banking (known as conservation banking) is regulated by the US Fish and Wildlife
emissions of greenhouse gases. After passing the Lower House in June 2009 through the Government majority,
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vernal pool impacts drive
up prices when supply is
scarce. The average per
credit price for wetlands
was US$74,500. There are
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country.
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Similarly, each endangered
species will have a different
type of credit, and there are
over 90 different types of
conservation bank credits in
circulation. The median
price for conservation bank
credits is US$15,000, but
prices
vary
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California red-legged frog
habitat, for instance, can
cost developers anywhere
between US$15,000 and
US$90,000.4
Like real estate markets, mitigation banking markets are highly local. Most mitigation bankers are rural
landowners seeking additional revenue from their property or small entrepreneurs with backgrounds as landuse attorneys, developers or environmental consultants. Few of these operators are capitalized for growth and
most are focused on one or two small service areas. There are just two mitigation banking companies with
national exposure, and the number of regional operators is limited. Consequently, mitigation banking is a
highly fragmented market on the supply side with large asymmetries of information surrounding price.
On the demand side, the market in any given service area is relatively illiquid (larger mitigation banks sell 30100 credits a year; many small banks sell only 5 or 6 credits a year). Private residential and commercial
developers make up between one and two-thirds of demand when real estate markets are strong. Public sector
transportation, water and defense agencies, as well as extractive companies and utilities, are also frequent
buyers. Credits are usually marketed to projects during their permitting stage, and sales may take several years
to materialize if the entitlement process is slow. Price information is closely guarded, and transactions are
conducted exclusively over-the-counter (OTC).
In summary, mitigation banking is an emerging market with limited transparency and considerable volatility.
These characteristics, in combination with a small number of sophisticated operators, mean that traditional
lenders generally avoid debt investment in the sector, particularly in the current capital markets environment.
Most mitigation banks rely on organic growth, which can make it difficult to time real estate cycles, and even
the largest operators are open to equity investment due to frequent capital constraints. To date, mainstream
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private equity investors focused on real assets have not penetrated the sector due to high technical barriers to
entry. As a result, investors who understand the mitigation banking industry are well positioned to negotiate
attractive returns in a sector that has the potential to generate rich returns and is largely protected from
competition.

About New Forests
New Forests (www.newforests.com.au) manages investments in sustainable forestry and associated
environmental markets, such as carbon, biodiversity, and water, for institutional and other qualified wholesale
investors. New Forests executes three investment strategies that provide clients with diversity and choice
around risk-adjusted returns, geography, and market exposure: sustainable timberland investment in Australia
and New Zealand; forestry investment in high-growth markets of the Asia Pacific region; and conservation real
estate and environmental markets investment in the United States. The company is headquartered in Sydney
with offices in Singapore and San Francisco.
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